
TRANSITIONAL WORDS & PHRASES
Transitions provide a link between sentences or paragraphs. They are vital in crafting a cohesive, logical piece of writing. That
being said, it's going to be up to you to make those connections clear through the use of context.
On the reverse, you'll find a handy list of common transitional words & phrases grouped according to types of cues.

If you're having trouble with transitioning between contextual steps, try this:

Materials Needed: Index Cards (or just pieces of paper) * Primary Source(s) * Your Paper (even if it only partially exists) * Your Fantastic Ideas

Card #1: Transcribe your Thesis or what you want to say in this paper. Do not worry about having it just right  that'll come later.
Cards #2?: The number of cards is dependent on how many paragraphs/ideas you're writing about  one card per paragraph/idea.

* Front Side > Topic Sentence/Main Idea AND Quote(s)/Evidence
* Back Side > Describe the focus of your Topic Sentence in a few words

Card Final: Your Conclusion or whatever you have at this point.

Take Cards #2?, flip them to the back side, & start arranging them in different configurations. Do not even concern yourself with what's written on the front.
Write down your answers to these questions:
1) Which pattern povides the clearest, most logical path?
2) What's the point of connection from one card to the next? Can you sum it up in a word or a common idea?
3) Do you see an overarching theme/message emerging?

Once you've got your cards in their proper order, flip them back over and start reassembling your paper. You should (hopefully!) have a better sense of the
contextual connections in your paper. If you're still having a tough time, come to the Writing Center  Lincoln Library, MonFri 2:304:30p 
lincolnwriting@gmail.com  lincolnwriting.wordpress.com



To Add:

and, again, and then, besides, equally important, final ly, further, furthermore, nor, too, next, lastly, what's more, moreover, in addition, first (second, etc.)

To Compare:

whereas, but, yet, on the other hand, however, nevertheless, on the contrary, by comparison, where, compared to, up against, balanced against, vis a vis, but, although,

conversely, meanwhile, after al l , in contrast, although this may be true

To Prove:

because, for, since, for the same reason, obviously, evidently, furthermore, moreover, besides, indeed, in fact, in addition, in any case, that is

To Show Exception:

yet, sti l l , however, nevertheless, in spite of, despite, of course, once in a while, sometimes

To Show Time:

immediately, thereafter, soon, after a few hours, final ly, then, later, previously, formerly, first (second, etc.), next, and then

To Repeat:

in brief, as I have said, as I have noted, as has been noted

To Emphasize:

definitely, extremely, obviously, in fact, indeed, in any case, absolutely, positively, natural ly, surprisingly, always, forever, perennial ly, eternal ly, never, emphatical ly,

unquestionably, without a doubt, certainly, undeniably, without reservation

To Show Sequence:

first, second, third, and so forth. A, B, C, and so forth. next, then, fol lowing this, at this time, now, at this point, after, afterward, subsequently, final ly, consequently,

previously, before this, simultaneously, concurrently, thus, therefore, hence, next, and then, soon

To Give an Example:

for example, for instance, in this case, in another case, on this occasion, in this situation, take the case of, to demonstrate, to i l lustrate, as an il lustration, to i l lustrate

To Summarize or Conclude:

in brief, on the whole, summing up, to conclude, in conclusion, as I have shown, as I have said, hence, therefore, accordingly, thus, as a result, consequently
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